Abstract. Relationships between the eigenproblem associated with the matrices ArA and AAT are derived. If the larger problem is solved first, then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the smaller problem may easily be computed from the derived relationships.
where S is a normal orthogonal matrix containing eigenvectors as columns, and D is a diagonal matrix containing eigenvalues as the diagonal elements. S and D, both of dimension d X d, can be ordered so that any zero eigenvalues, resulting from ATA having excess dimension over the rank m, are at the bottom: The positive semidefinite property of ATA assures that the diagonal elements of E are positive, hence E can be "square-rooted":
with El '2 being a diagonal matrix containing the square roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of A TA. The basic relationship (1) can be modified by premultiplication by S to give (5) (ATA)S = SD.
If (5) is written in partitioned form, the following result becomes obviously valid:
A A Sm = SmE.
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A normal orthogonal vector set can be constructed as follows : First substitute (4) into (6) and premultiply by SA, then premultiply and postmultiply by E~l '2 to give (7) (ASmE-l/2f(ASnJT1,2) = I.
Equation (6) is a good starting point for investigating the eigenproblem of AAT. Premultiplying (6) by A and postmultiplying that result by E~112 gives (AAT)(ASmE~l/2) = ASnfi1'2 = (ASmE'^E .
(ASmFrl/2f(AAT)(ASmE-l/2) = E.
Now, from (7) and (8) it follows that (9) Now denote the eigenvector-eigenvalue relationship for AAT similarly to (1) (1) E* = E.
(2) Rq is arbitrary, subject to the restrictions RqTRm = 0, RqTRq = /. The important result of the paper is that (ID Rm -ASmE .-1/2 which follows from an examination of (9).
In conclusion, if the larger problem (i.e., the eigenproblem associated with ATA) is solved first, then the complete eigenproblem associated with AAT may be computed by using the above-mentioned well-known properties together with the result (11). 
